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DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

REDEFINING PATERNALISTIC PRACTICES IN WOMEN’S HEALTH:
HOW PATRIARCHAL BIASES AFFECT MEDICAL AUTONOMY OF FEMALE PATIENTS IN 

THE CONTEMPORARY CLINICAL SETTING

There are countless stories about missed diagnoses resulting from doctors dismissing a 
patient’s testimony about symptoms and pain, articles about dwindling access to basic health 
services across the U.S., and cases where patients feel pressured into making decisions that 
they may not understand or may not even want. These narratives are common across 
healthcare, but what is particularly concerning is the fact that in most of these situations, the 
patient is a woman. Factor in rising maternal mortality rates and contentious political attitudes 
about women’s health and healthcare in general, and it is easy to see how female patients are 
losing trust in their doctors and medicine. This lack of trust is a typical result of paternalism, an 
unethical practice that is largely considered a non-issue in 21st century medicine. However, 
there is evidence that women are systematically not taken seriously as testifiers and 
decisionmakers about their health, suggesting that paternalistic practices are still in play, further 
perpetuating violations of autonomy. In order to understand why this issue is so prevalent and 
problematic, we need to evaluate the concept of trust from an ethical position, and what role it 
plays in the patient-provider relationship.

In 2014, journalist Rachel Burge wrote an article for MSN news in which she recounted the 
stories of three women whose ovarian cancer had been misdiagnosed for months. The statistics 
Burge used at the time suggested that 7,000 women are diagnosed with ovarian cancer every 
year and that 4,300 of these women die, giving it the lowest survival rate for all cancers, even 
though if diagnosed early, 92% of patients will survive (Burge, 2014). Stories like the ones Burge 
tells are not unique to ovarian cancer and are particularly common in discussions about 
women’s health (consider rising maternal mortality rates in the U.S). These bad outcomes are 
serious and ought to be a major concern for healthcare providers and ethicists. Solving the 
problem requires looking at the underlying causes of these outcomes, which seem to stem from 
misdiagnoses or late diagnoses and dismissal of expressed goals, values, or beliefs by the 
patient. A crucial step in obtaining a diagnosis, especially for things like ovarian cancer, requires 
proper analysis of the patient’s self-reported symptoms. Based on stories by women about their 
healthcare experiences, this step is where providers seem to go wrong. Women often report 
feeling ignored, misinterpreted, or dismissed when they give accounts of pain and other 
concerning symptoms, as well as when expressing preference, values, or beliefs, suggesting 
that healthcare providers do not trust the testimony of their patients.
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This dismissal of female patient testimony is not new. Prior to the end of the 20th century,
paternalism was a standard practice in healthcare, allowing doctors to unilaterally make
decisions about a patient’s health on the basis that “doctor knows best.” With the
implementation of Beauchamp and Childress’s Principles of Biomedical Ethics as the standard
mode of care in clinical ethics, preserving patient autonomy became a top priority for providers,
making paternalism incompatible with the contemporary practice of medicine. However, the
issue of ignoring female patient testimony suggests that paternalistic ideologies have not been
done away with completely, at least not in the cases of women. Because paternalism leads to
non-autonomous decision- making, it is clearly a violation of autonomy. Since these
non-autonomous decisions about healthcare lead to bad outcomes, it can also be said that
violations of autonomy are directly correlated with bad outcomes. This means that autonomy
should be protected and enhanced by providers. While the principlism method of healthcare is
largely effective, these cases of testimonial injustice suggest that there is a problem with the
principle of autonomy that needs to be addressed.

This problem can either reside within the conception of autonomy itself or it can mean that it is
not being executed properly in the clinical setting. As it stands, the principle of autonomy seems
sufficient. In fact, any more freedom in the definition could lead to a radical form of autonomy
that could be dangerously at odds with the principle of beneficence, which is also integral to the
role of healthcare. This suggests that the issue is with its execution, which makes sense given
that providers seem to be overriding or repressing autonomy in these cases. The question then
becomes why. I propose that the problem is a problem of trust, both for the provider and the
patient. When doctors refuse to trust their patients and their reports of symptoms, values, and
desires, they violate the patient’s autonomy. These violations lead to bad outcomes, as shown
above, and the patient then loses faith in the healthcare system. More than that, when the
provider dismisses the patient or misdiagnoses the patient, trust in the patient-provider
relationship erodes and could lead to refusals of follow-up care, which is also shown to lead to
bad outcomes.

While trust in the patient-provider relationship is a two-way street, violations of trust seem to
only negatively impact the patient. Because the trust relationship between female patients and
healthcare providers is often tenuous, violations of trust are more common and often have far
reaching consequences for women including but not limited to, misdiagnoses, limited autonomy
and control over health plans, coerced decisions, and possibly even death. Understanding the
nature of trust in the patient-provider relationship is necessary for solving this issue. Teaching
doctors to trust their patients will ensure that we are able to enact autonomy and by extension,
to improve outcomes for women. Trust, however, is a concept that requires philosophical
evaluation, as well as clinical observation. Case studies can reveal failures of trust in the clinical
setting and instances of broken patient-provider dynamics, giving insight as to how they lead to
bad outcomes, but the concept of trust must also be addressed at theoretical level in order to
see the role that trust plays in the actualization of autonomy. By combining both theoretical
evaluations of trust and power dynamics with case studies in the clinical setting, models of



trusting patient-provider relationships can be developed. This topic will be applied to the three
papers that comprise my dissertation as a common theme underpinning the various ethical
issues that arise in the clinical setting.
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